Comments
“They have performed for our fourth grade students for ten years in a row and we hope to have them back again next year. They did a fantastic job of recreating history right in our auditorium. They taught the students so much and kept them absolutely captivated throughout the entire performance. Our students and staff gave us wonderful feedback; we highly recommend With Lincoln Productions.”

V.P. Programs, Hunting Ridge, Palatine

“Beautifully produced--Visiting the Lincolns astutely balances good humor with the bleak imminence of a terrible crime. Krebs’ prairie accent and attacks of melancholy, Miller’s alternately genteel and hysterical Mary Todd, and the period-perfect script ensure that all disbelief remains suspended.”

Laurence Bommer, Chicago Reader

“His striking appearance makes Krebs a perfect Abe Lincoln. What Lincoln says in the play is from real life, culled from documents and speeches. Because virtually nothing survives of anything Mary said in her lifetime, her dialogue is made up, her persona created from bits and pieces found in memoirs of family friends and Lincoln White House employees.”

William Mullen, Chicago Tribune

“Outstanding --Very strong in portraying the personality of Lincoln.”

Tom Schwartz, President of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum

“This is definitely an experience the whole family can enjoy. Quite literally, it is a chance to have lemonade with the Lincolns. From the very beginning, the cast recognizes the audience and by doing so, the evening feels like and intimate conversation among reminiscing friends.”

Nicki Stratton, Executive Director of Springfield Convention & Visitors Bureau